Assurance of Voluntary Compliance

between

PayPal Charitable Giving Fund, Inc.

and

The PPGF Multistate Group

This Assurance of Voluntary Compliance (“AVC”) is between the PayPal Charitable Giving Fund, Inc. (“PPGF”), and the PPGF Multistate Group (the “Multistate”)\(^1\). PPGF is a District of Columbia corporation with its principal place of business at 1250 I Street N.W., No. 1202, Washington, D.C. 20005. PPGF is a nonprofit corporation doing business throughout the United States, including in each of the states in the Multistate.

**FACTUAL BACKGROUND**

Third-party fundraising platforms are entities that either facilitate charitable giving or solicit charitable funds using the world wide web. These platforms vary in structure and design. One such structure is comprised of a charity that receives charitable contributions from individuals and then makes grants to charities selected by those individuals. PPGF has this structure. At no cost to the donor or the charity, individuals can donate to PPGF and select a charity to which PPGF will then distribute an amount equal to the individual’s donation.

Selected charities are vetted by PPGF before the distribution occurs, and in some cases, the donor’s selected charity does not pass PPGF’s vetting requirements. When a selected charity does not pass PPGF’s vetting requirements, PPGF redirects the charitable funds to a similar

---

\(^1\) The Multistate is comprised of the following States agencies: Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, District of Columbia, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Minnesota, Mississippi, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New York, North Carolina Secretary of State, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Wisconsin.
charity who has passed PPGF’s vetting process. Prior to its 2016 giving campaign, PPGF only listed charities that registered with PPGF, maintained accounts with PayPal, and passed PPGF’s vetting process (“enrolled charities”).

For its 2016 giving campaign, on December 23, 2016, PPGF began also listing charities on its giving website (“Cause Hub”) that had not enrolled with PPGF but that were on a list received from Guidestar of 501(c)(3) charitable organizations (“unenrolled charities”). Other third-party fundraising platforms also listed charities on their platforms that did not have a pre-existing relationship with those third-party fundraising platforms. PPGF’s addition of “unenrolled” charities led a multistate group consisting of representatives of state Attorneys General, Secretaries of the State, and state consumer protection agencies to inquire into PPGF’s fundraising practices during its 2016 giving campaign. On April 17, 2017, PPGF suspended the listing of unenrolled charities on its Cause Hub to address the Multistate’s concerns pending a resolution to its inquiry.

The concerns identified by the Multistate related primarily to disclosure and vetting practices of PPGF during the 2016 giving campaign, including questions regarding whether PPGF adequately disclosed that:

- A donation made by a donor via the PPGF website was a donation made to the PPGF entity and not the intended charity selected by the donor.

- PPGF did not have a prior relationship with all the charities listed on the website because some charities were “unenrolled” charities.
• A donation would not be provided to the intended charity that is listed on its website if the selected charity did not pass PPGF’s vetting process.

• PPGF might reassign their donations, also known as “exercising its variance power” over the donors’ donation, if the intended charities selected by the donors did not pass PPGF’s vetting process.

• Donors would not be informed that PPGF had “exercised its variance power” if the intended charities selected by the donors did not pass PPGF’s vetting process.

• Donors’ contact information may not be passed on to the intended charities if the selected charity is deemed ineligible to receive the donation.

• PPGF’s vetting process may not always include a review of each selected charity’s compliance with each state’s charitable registration requirements.

• The time frame it would take for potential donors’ donations to reach the intended charities.

This multistate inquiry included three in-person meetings between representatives of PPGF and the Multistate. In addition, the Multistate, through the Nebraska Attorney General’s Office, issued PPGF a Civil Investigative Demand and Subpoena, to which PPGF provided responses and a rolling production of documents. The Multistate has had follow-up questions and requests throughout its information gathering process, all of which were responded to by PPGF.

PPGF has fully cooperated with the Multistate in its inquiries regarding PPGF’s fundraising activities and has implemented industry-leading disclosure standards for the
protection of consumers. Although PPGF denies any liability based the allegations above, in order to avoid the time and expense of litigating this matter, PPGF and the Multistate agree to the following.

**DISCLOSURE PROVISIONS**

After a fulsome dialogue with the Multistate relating to disclosures on its website, PPGF agrees to:

1. Make unavoidable and prominent disclosures that the donors are making donations to PPGF and not to the charity they select. For the purposes of this AVC, “unavoidable and prominent” means that the information is not included in an optional pop up window or on another page accessed by a link on the original page. It also means that the information must be located on a page that each and every donor must access prior to donating to PPGF and in a position on that page that is in immediate proximity to a necessary field or button used by each and every donor.

2. Not use language implying that potential donors are directly making a donation to their chosen charity.

3. Make unavoidable and prominent disclosures to potential donors regarding fees associated with using PPGF’s online platform, or if no fees are charged, the absence of such fees.

4. Make unavoidable and prominent disclosures regarding the expected time frame in which the grant to the charity chosen by the donor will be made.
5. Make unavoidable and prominent disclosures that PPGF has the ability, under defined circumstances, to reassign funds to a similar charity.

6. Provide a general description of circumstances that would cause the reassignment of funds to a similar charity, including a straight-forward explanation of any vetting processes. The description regarding the circumstances of reassignment must be directly accessible from a link within the disclosure set forth above.

7. Disclose whether charities are reviewed for compliance with state charitable registration requirements.

8. Disclose to potential donors that their contact information will not be shared with charities that are ineligible to receive a grant as a result of any vetting procedures.

9. Notify donors when PPGF exercises its variance power and redirects a donation to an organization other than the one the donor selected.

**GENERAL PROVISIONS**

10. For purposes of this Assurance, the Effective Date shall be January 14, 2020.

11. PPGF agrees to provide the Multistate a spreadsheet that lists information relating to its use of its variance power on a biannual basis for the time period of July 2017 through June 2020. Specifically, PPGF agrees to provide the date the grant was made, any known contact information for both the ineligible and replacement charity, the value of the grant made, and a confirmation that the donor has been notified of PPGF’s use of variance power.
12. PPGF agrees that when PPGF partners with another online site to generate donations through the PPGF website, it will (1) include in its agreements with partners a provision that they comply with all regulatory requirements and (2) provide its partners with a copy of the disclosure provisions set forth in this AVC.

13. In situations in which PPGF exercises its variance power solely because of the charity’s failure to meet with the terms of PayPal’s Acceptable Use Policy, PPGF agrees to notify unenrolled charities of that failure. Enrolled charities will be notified by PayPal.

14. PPGF agrees to maintain open communications with the Multistate regarding the effectiveness of the disclosures on its and its partners’ websites.

15. PPGF agrees to provide the Multistate with copies of all donor complaints it receives that specifically relate to any of the Multistate’s disclosure provisions. This production shall begin simultaneously with the production required by paragraph 11 above, shall be provided every six months, and shall last for three years.

16. PPGF agrees that whenever charities are listed in the PPGF Cause Hub, each charity must be specifically identified as either enrolled or unenrolled and must have a direct link to what that designation means in practical terms for the donors.

17. PPGF agrees that whenever unenrolled charities are listed on one of PPGF’s partners’ websites, PPGF will encourage their partners in good faith to identify each charity as either enrolled or unenrolled and to offer a direct link to what that designation means in practical terms for the donors.
18. PPGF agrees that if the process of providing grants to enrolled charities and unenrolled charities differs with respect to any material issue, e.g., vetting or the timing of PPGF’s grant, those difference(s) will be disclosed to the potential donor prior to the donation being made.

19. Within thirty (30) days of the effective date of this AVC, and in furtherance of the parties’ joint interest in educating the sector on fundraising laws and regulations, PPGF shall donate Two Hundred Thousand Dollars ($200,000.00) to the National Association of Attorneys General (“NAAG”), to be held and deposited in the NAAG Charities Enforcement and Training Fund.

**OPTIONAL PROVISIONS**

Because each state in the Multistate has different requirements and standards for their assurances of voluntary compliance, the parties have set forth these optional provisions that may or may not be incorporated into the individual assurances of voluntary compliance for each state.

20. The duties, responsibilities, burdens, and obligations, undertaken in connection with the provisions of this AVC shall apply to PPGF and all persons or entities that control or have the ability to control PPGF, including without limitation, officers, directors, employees, agents, successors, assignees, affiliates, merged or acquired entities, or wholly owned subsidiaries.

21. PPGF shall not, directly or indirectly, form a separate entity or corporation for the purpose of engaging in acts prohibited by this AVC or for the purpose of circumventing this AVC.
22. This AVC represents the full and complete terms of the settlement entered by the parties.

23. All parties participated in the drafting of this AVC.

24. This AVC may be executed in counterparts, and a facsimile or .pdf signature shall be deemed to be, and shall have the same force and effect as, an original signature.

25. All notices under this AVC shall be provided via electronic and/or overnight mail to the following persons, unless a different address is specified in writing by the party changing such address:

For PPGF:

Andrew Ceresney
Debevoise & Plimpton
919 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022
aceresney@debevoise.com

For the Multistate:

Gary W. Hawes, AAG
Office of the Attorney General
State of Connecticut
165 Capitol Avenue, P.O. Box 120
Hartford, CT 06141-0120
gary.hawes@ct.gov

Meghan Stoppel, AAG
Office of the Attorney General
Nebraska Department of Justice
2115 State Capitol
Lincoln, NE 68509

26. Any failure by any party to this AVC to insist upon the strict performance by any other party of any of the provisions of this AVC shall not be deemed a waiver of any of the
provisions of this AVC, and such party, notwithstanding such failure, shall have the right thereafter to insist upon the specific performance of any and all of the provisions of this AVC.

27. If any clause, provision or section of this AVC is, for any reason, held illegal, invalid, or unenforceable, such illegality, invalidity, or unenforceability shall not affect any other clause, provision or section of this AVC, and this AVC shall be construed and enforced as if such illegal, invalid, or unenforceable clause, section or other provision had not been contained herein.

28. Nothing in this AVC shall be construed as relieving PPGF of the obligation to comply with all state and federal laws, regulations, and rules; nor shall any of the provisions of this AVC be deemed to be permission to engage in any acts or practices prohibited by such laws, regulations, and rules.

29. As circumstances and the law change, PPGF and the Multistate may propose modifications to the Disclosure Provisions and General Provisions of this AVC, and the other party will not unreasonably withhold consent thereto. No waiver, modification, or amendment of the terms of this Assurance shall be valid or binding unless made in writing, signed by all parties subject to the waiver, modification, or amendment, and then only to the extent set forth in such written waiver, modification, or amendment. To the extent that state law requires a waiver, modification, or amendment of this Assurance to be approved and entered by a Court, those state Attorneys General and PPGF agree to seek such Court approval.
30. PPGF shall deliver a copy of this AVC to, or otherwise fully apprise, its executive management having decision-making authority with respect to the subject matter of this AVC within thirty (30) days of the effective date of this AVC.

31. This AVC (including without limitation any and all legal and factual statements herein) is not intended to be and shall not in any event be construed or deemed to be, or represented or caused to be represented as an admission or concession or evidence of any liability or wrongdoing whatsoever on the part of PPGF or an admission of any fact or violation of any law, rule, or regulation on the part of PPGF. This AVC is made without adjudication of any alleged issue of fact or law and without a finding of liability of any kind. PPGF believes that its conduct has been lawful and has not violated any charitable registration, consumer protection, or other laws or the common law of the States and enters into this AVC for settlement purposes only.

32. This AVC shall not be construed or used as a waiver or limitation of any defense otherwise available to PPGF in any pending or future legal or administrative action or proceeding relating to its conduct prior to the effective date of this AVC or of PPGF’s right to defend itself from, or make any arguments in, any individual or class claims or suits relating to the existence, subject matter, or terms of this AVC.

33. The settlement negotiations resulting in this AVC have been undertaken by PPGF and the States in good faith and for settlement purposes only, and no evidence of negotiations or communications underlying this AVC, or this AVC itself, shall be offered or received in evidence in any action or proceeding for any purpose.
34. Nothing contained in this AVC, and no act to be performed hereunder, shall require

PPGF to waive (a) any attorney-client privilege, work-product protection, or common
interest/joint defense privilege, or (b) confidential, proprietary, or trade secret exception
under the States’ public records laws.

35. Nothing in this AVC shall be construed to limit the authority or ability of an Attorney

General to protect the interests of his/her State or the people of his/her State. This AVC
shall not bar the Attorney General or any other governmental entity from enforcing laws,
regulations, or rules against PPGF for conduct subsequent to or otherwise not covered by
this AVC. Further, nothing in this AVC shall be construed to limit the ability of the
Attorney General to enforce the obligations that PPGF has under this AVC.
In the Matter of:

PayPal Charitable Giving Fund - Assurance of Voluntary Compliance

THE STATE OF ARKANSAS, ex rel.
Leslie Rutledge, Attorney General

By: Johnathan R. Carter, ABN # 2007105
Assistant Attorney General
Public Protection Division
Arkansas Attorney General’s Office
323 Center Street, Suite 200
Little Rock, AR 72201
Phone: 501.682.8063

Counsel for the State of Arkansas

Date: October 4, 2019
In the Matter of:

PayPal Charitable Giving Fund - Assurance of Voluntary Compliance

THE STATE OF COLORADO, ex rel.
Philip J. Weiser, Attorney General

By:  

JAY B. SIMONSON, 24077*
First Assistant Attorney General
Ralph L. Carr Colorado Judicial Center
1300 Broadway, 10th Floor
Denver, CO 80203
jay.simonson@coag.gov

Counsel for the State of Colorado

Date: 17 Sep 2019
In the Matter of:

PayPal Charitable Giving Fund

Assurance of Voluntary Compliance

THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT

WILLIAM TONG
ATTORNEY GENERAL

Date: 9/24/19

MICHELLE SEAGULL
COMMISSIONER, DEPARTMENT
OF CONSUMER PROTECTION

Date: 9/24/19
THE STATE OF IOWA

THOMAS J. MILLER
ATTORNEY GENERAL OF IOWA

By: __________________________
    Amy Licht
    Assistant Attorney General
    Consumer Protection Division
    Iowa Attorney General’s Office
    1305 East Walnut Street, 2nd Floor
    Des Moines, IA 50319

Date: 9/24/19
In the Matter of:

PayPal Charitable Giving Fund - Assurance of Voluntary Compliance

THE STATE OF KANSAS, ex rel.
Derek Schmidt, Attorney General

By:
Derek Schmidt, #17781
Kansas Attorney General

By:
Sarah M. Dietz, #27457
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Kansas Attorney General
120 S.W. 10th Avenue, 2nd Floor
Topeka, Kansas 66612-1597
Tel: (785) 296-3751
Fax: (785) 291-3699
Sarah.dietz@ag.ks.gov

Counsel for the State of Kansas

Date: 9/18/19
In the Matter of:

PayPal Charitable Giving Fund - Assurance of Voluntary Compliance

THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI, ex rel.
C. Delbert Hosemann, Jr.
Secretary of State
State of Mississippi

By:  
Tanya G. Webber, MSB# 99405
Assistant Secretary of State
Charities Division
Mississippi Secretary of State’s Office
125 South Congress Street
Jackson, Mississippi 39201
Phone: (601) 359-1599

Date: 9/26/2019
In the Matter of:

PayPal Charitable Giving Fund - Assurance of Voluntary Compliance

THE STATE OF North Carolina, ex rel.
Elaine Marshall, Secretary of State

By:   Elaine Marshall, Secretary of State

By:   [Signature]
Haley Haynes, NC Bar # 19064
Deputy Secretary
North Carolina Department of the Secretary of State
Charitable Solicitation Licensing
North Carolina Department of the Secretary of State
2 South Salisbury Street
Raleigh, NC 27601
Phone: (919) 814-5400

Date:  October 1, 2019
In the Matter of:

PayPal Charitable Giving Fund - Assurance of Voluntary Compliance

THE STATE OF OHIO, ex rel.
Dave Yost, Attorney General

By: Dave Yost, Attorney General, #0056290

By:

Daniel W. Fausey, #0079928
Section Chief
Charitable Law Section
Ohio Attorney General’s Office
150 E. Gay St., 23rd Fl.
Columbus, OH 43215
Phone: (614) 466-3181

Counsel for the State of Ohio

Date: September 23, 2019
In the Matter of:

PayPal Charitable Giving Fund – Assurance of Voluntary Compliance

STATE OF OKLAHOMA

MIKE HUNTER
Attorney General of the State of Oklahoma

By: Malisa McPherson, OBA #32970
Deputy Chief Assistant Attorney General
313 N.E. 21st Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
Telephone: (405) 522-1015
Fax: (405) 522-0085

Date: 9/24/2019
In the Matter of:

PayPal Charitable Giving Fund - Assurance of Voluntary Compliance

JOSHUA L. KAUL
Attorney General of Wisconsin

[Signature]
LAURA E. MCFARLANE
Assistant Attorney General
State Bar #1089358
Attorneys for State of Wisconsin

Wisconsin Department of Justice
Post Office Box 7857
Madison, Wisconsin 53707-7857
(608) 266-8911
(608) 266-2250 (Fax)
mcfarlanele@doj.state.wi.us

Date: 9/20/19
PAYPAL CHARITABLE GIVING FUND

By: Nick Aldridge
Chief Executive Officer, PayPal Charitable Giving Fund

Date: September 29th, 2019